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Abstract

In several applied contexts (e.g., earwitness testimony), the accurate recognition of

unfamiliar voices can be a critical part of the person identification process. However,

recognising unfamiliar voices is prone to error. While such errors could be reduced

by testing the proficiency of listeners, the established tests of unfamiliar voice match-

ing (BVMT) and memory (GVMT) may be limited by their choice of stimuli

(i.e., vowel-sounds) and their design (i.e., using identical sounds at learning and test;

GVMT). Here, we examine whether these sound-based tests are predictive of perfor-

mance on more naturalistic speech-based tasks, and whether performance is consis-

tent across task-domain (matching/memory) and task-modality (voices/faces). The

findings show that while the BVMT was a robust predictor of speech-based voice

matching, this was not the case for the GVMT and speech-based voice memory. In

addition, we provide evidence for a potential common person recognition factor ‘p’.
The theoretical and applied implications are discussed.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Voices convey key diagnostic cues that support identity recognition

(Belin et al., 2011; Young et al., 2020). While these cues are weaker

and less informative than faces (Hanley & Damjanovic, 2009;

Stevenage et al., 2013), speech obtained from a criminal suspect can be

submitted as forensic evidence in a court of law (Edmond et al., 2011;

McGorrery & McMahon, 2017; Robson, 2017). Within the context of

policing and the criminal justice system, listeners are likely to be unfa-

miliar with the target identity, and must rely on memory (e.g., from a

crime scene interaction; Harvey et al., 2021) or perceptual matching

ability (i.e., deciding whether two voices can be attributed to a common

identity; Mullikin & Rahman, 2010; Smith et al., 2019, 2020), to

accurately identify a voice. However, research on similar processes in

unfamiliar face identification have shown that such judgements are

prone to error (see Young & Burton, 2018), and several studies suggest

that accurately judging the identity of unfamiliar voices might be even

more problematic (see Lavan, Burton, et al., 2019).

A recent study by Kanber et al. (2022) emphasised the role of

familiarity in facilitating voice identity recognition. Across two tasks,

they showed that speaker identification errors were highest for unfa-

miliar and lab-learned voices, in comparison to voices from personally

familiar individuals. This effect was present for the recognition of brief

non-linguistic utterances, spoken sentences, and it remained even

when the target voices had been acoustically modified. This familiarity

effect, which is well documented in the face recognition literature
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(see Burton et al., 2016; Johnston & Edmonds, 2009; White & Burton,

2022), has also been demonstrated in other voice recognition studies

(Lavan et al., 2016; Lavan, Burston, & Garrido, 2019; Stevenage,

2018; Stevenage et al., 2020). The magnitude of unfamiliar voice rec-

ognition error represents a pressing problem in applied contexts,

where misidentifications can lead to the misattribution of investiga-

tive resources and/or the conviction of an innocent suspect (Smith

et al., 2019, 2020). Research has shown that the source of these

errors may be a lack of awareness of the extent to which the voice of

an unfamiliar person can vary (i.e., ‘within-speaker’ variability; see

Lavan et al., 2016).

Such variation in a speaker's voice can be caused by factors such as

social context, emotion, physiologic state, and speech type (Lee et al.,

2019; Stevenage et al., 2021), and understanding this variance might

reduce voice identification errors (see Matthews & Mondloch, 2018;

Ritchie & Burton, 2017 for similiar work on faces). Lavan, Knight, et al.

(2019; Experiment 3) exposed listeners to low or high variability clips of

unfamiliar speakers during an identity learning phase. They reported a 5%

improvement in recognition-memory accuracy for speakers that had been

learned via the high (75%) compared to low (70%) variability condition.

While significant, this effect is modest in size and any potential applied

impact is limited by the large range of individual differences in perfor-

mance (e.g., errors rates >70% for some participants). In line with the find-

ings from Lavan, Knight, et al. (2019), attempts to improve unfamiliar face

recognition have also produced modest effects that are limited by the

range of individual differences in performance (e.g., Dowsett & Burton,

2015; White, Burton, et al., 2014; White, Kemp, et al., 2014).

The focus therefore has turned to the development of ecologically

valid tests (see Thielgen et al., 2021) which can be used to assess iden-

tification aptitude (see Bindemann et al., 2012), and to select individuals

who naturally excel at face recognition (see Bobak et al., 2016; Davis

et al., 2016; Ramon, 2021; Russell et al., 2009; Wilmer et al., 2010).

Here, we apply the same logic to unfamiliar voice recognition. Using

tests of voice recognition ability, it should be possible to select naturally

high performers for applied roles in which speaker identification is key

(e.g., police investigators; Jenkins et al., 2021), as well as to assess the

likely validity of voice identification judgements made by earwitnesses

and jury members (Bindemann et al., 2012). There are currently two

well-established tests of unfamiliar voice recognition ability: the Bangor

Voice Matching Test (BVMT; Mühl et al., 2018) and the Glasgow Voice

Memory Test (GVMT; Aglieri et al., 2017).

While both the BVMT and the GVMT generate a wide range of

scores, they rely on tightly controlled consonant/vowel sound clips

presented under ideal listening conditions (see Lavan, Burton, et al.,

2019). The stimuli do not include any of the natural speaker variability

(e.g., as produced during the production of full words/sentences) or

environmental effects (e.g., speech recorded via phone with a noisy

background environment) that listeners would encounter in regular

speech. As such, it is not yet clear whether performance on these

tests is indicative of more naturalistic real world speaker recognition

ability. It could be the case that accurate performance on these tests

simply represents a listener's ability to recognise low-level acoustic

properties of isolated consent-vowel sounds (BVMT), or memory for

identical vowel sound clips (GVMT). If researchers are to recommend

the use of such tests to determine voice recognition aptitude, then it

is critical to ensure that they do indicate likely performance in relation

to real world speech (see Bate et al., 2018; Dunn et al., 2020; Thielgen

et al., 2021 for similar work on faces).

Therefore, in the present study, our primary aim is to examine

whether individual differences in performance on the sound-based

BVMT (voice matching) and GVMT (voice memory), predict participants

accuracy on speech-based voice matching (Applied Voice Matching

Test; AVMaT) and memory (Applied Voice Memory Test; AVMeT)

tasks. Both the AVMaT and AVMeT use full sentence voice clips which

were manipulated to reflect the type of speech that listeners might

encounter in the real world (e.g., speech in different locations, using dif-

ferent devices; Experiments 1–3). In addition, there is growing support

for a general face processing factor f, in which face recognition aptitude

is consistent across matching and memory domains (McCaffery et al.,

2018; Verhallen et al., 2017; Wilmer, 2017), and here we examine

whether this effect might be present for voices (Experiment 3). Finally,

research has shown that there may be some degree of commonality in

the processing of voices and faces (see Jenkins et al., 2021; Young

et al., 2020) and so here, across the three experiments, we also include

established tests of unfamiliar face matching and memory, to assess

whether and to what extent identification aptitude in one modality

(i.e., voices/faces) and domain (i.e., matching/memory) generalises to

another (Experiments 1–3).

2 | EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, we focus on individual differences in unfamiliar voice

matching. The Bangor Voice Matching Test (BVMT) consists of sound-

based voice pairs (e.g., /HUD/IGI/) presented under ideal listening con-

ditions. In contrast, the Applied Voice Matching Test (AVMaT) consists

of speech-based voice pairs (i.e., full sentences) with naturalistic acous-

tic manipulations (e.g., speaker location, device, electronic distortion).

The AVMaT uses speech-based content in the form of pre-defined sen-

tences read by speakers in their normal/neutral tone. Using these two

tests, we examine whether sound-based identification ability on the

BVMT is indicative of speaker identification accuracy on the AVMaT. In

addition, to assess cross-modal effects, we also include the Glasgow

Face Matching Test (GFMT; Burton et al., 2010) which provides a mea-

sure of unfamiliar face matching under ideal viewing conditions, and

the Models Face Matching Test (MFMT; Dowsett & Burton, 2015)

which provides a more naturalistic counterpart.

3 | METHOD

3.1 | Ethics, data availability, and G*Power

Each experiment reported in this paper was approved by the Ethics

Committee of the University of Strathclyde School of Psychological

Sciences and Health. The data that supports the analyses reported
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in this paper are available from the corresponding author upon rea-

sonable request. G*Power analysis (Faul et al., 2009) with alpha set

at .05 and power set at 80% indicated that a minimum sample of

84 participants would be required to detect a significant correlation

with a medium effect size (r set at .3). Therefore, the sample sizes

for each of the experiments reported in this paper exceed that mini-

mum threshold to ensure that the required statistical power had

been achieved (N = 124 for Experiment 1; N = 95 for Experiment

2; N = 120 for Experiment 3).

3.2 | Participants

A total of 124 participants with a mean age of 21 years (SD = 5,

Range = 19–59; 85% Female) were recruited from the University of

Strathclyde Psychology research participation platform. All partici-

pants reported normal or corrected to normal levels of vision and

hearing, and they were granted a research participation credit on com-

pletion of the study.

3.3 | Measures

3.3.1 | Bangor voice matching test (BVMT)

The BVMT (short version) consists of 80 pairs of audio clips

(40 match/40 mismatch) of consonant-vowel-consonant (e.g., /HUD/)

and vowel-consonant-vowel (e.g., IGI) sounds. See Figure 1 for an

example of the onscreen playback controls presented to the partici-

pants and Mühl et al. (2018) for further details.

3.3.2 | Applied voice matching test (AVMaT)

The AVMaT consists of 80 pairs of audio clips (40 match/40 mis-

match) which were selected from an existing University of Southamp-

ton voice stimuli database. Speakers within this database spoke

Standard Southern British English (SSBE) with a common accent and

no discernible or self-reported speech impediments. All were univer-

sity students aged between 18 and 30 years and all spoke English as

F IGURE 1 Scatterplot correlation matrix for Experiment 1. Figure 1 shows a scatterplot correlation matrix for Experiment 1 with 95%
confidence intervals for the Pearson's correlation coefficients shown in square brackets. (BVMT = Bangor Voice Matching Test;
AVMaT = Applied Voice Matching Test; GFMT = Glasgow Face Matching Test; MFMT = Models Face Matching Test). ** correlation is
significant at the ≤ .001 level;
* correlation is significant at the < .05 level.

SUNILKUMAR ET AL. 3
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their first language. The test was constructed using the voices of

40 speakers (8 male) each of which was recorded reading 4 full spo-

ken sentences. These sentences were obtained from the Home Office

Centre for Applied Science and Technology FRL database, a stimulus

set created for the purposes of identity recognition research (please

contact the authors for further information on this), and were selected

for their rich phonetic variability. They consisted of: ‘the smell of

freshly ground coffee never fails to entice me into the shop’, ‘the
most important thing to remember is to keep calm and to stay safe’,
‘the length of her skirt caused the passers-by to stare’, ‘they launched

into battle with all the forces they could muster’. The duration of each

clip lasted between 2 s and 4 s depending on the tempo and prosody

of the speaker. For the match condition, each trial was created by

pairing two different clips from the same speaker. For the mismatch

condition, each trial was created by pairing one clip from a speaker

with a different clip from the next (same gender) speaker in the list,

using a simple waterfall procedure. Each of the 4 clips were equally

represented in both the match and mismatch conditions.

Pilot testing (N = 4) indicated that this iteration of the AVMaT,

with ‘clean’ sound clips, would not have generated a sufficient

range of scores for an individual differences analysis (i.e., accuracy

rates were at or near ceiling), and so we took the opportunity to

introduce environmental effects to enhance both the ecological

validity and the difficulty of the task. To that end, we used the

inbuilt WavePad (https://www.nch.com.au/wavepad) sound editing

functions to modify the clips to sound as though the voice had

been recorded in a different environment (e.g., a cave, an aircraft

hangar), through different devices (e.g., telephone, CB radio), and

with the addition of relevant acoustic effects (e.g., electronic noise,

echo). These environments, devices, and effects were selected with

applied situations in mind. For example, the cave environment was

selected to emulate the type of speech encountered by the security

services from terrorists operating in the middle east, who have been

shown to release speech clips recorded in desert caves. Similarly,

for the aircraft hangar environment, following the 9/11 terrorist

attack, the prevention of aircraft hijacking has become national

security priority, and we felt that this environment might reflect sit-

uations in which auditory content is obtained from suspects during

their planning for such an attack. The electronic devices and distor-

tions were also selected to try and emulate the type of real-world

speech clips that practitioners are likely to encounter (i.e., captured

via telephone, for example, or in situations in which the recording is

of poor quality, or needs to be heard among background noise). In

addition, these acoustic manipulations would also reflect situations

in which police officers and security service personnel may have to

identify voice content via telephones/police radio/tablets/laptops

while out on investigation (i.e., not using high end sound equipment

under ideal listening conditions in a quiet space).

The 80 trials were split up into 4 sets of 20 (each with 10 match/

10 mismatch trials) to create a set of easy, moderate, hard, and very

hard trials. For easy trials, we used the WavePad functions cave back-

ground (clip 1) and telephone + aircraft hangar (clip 2). For the moder-

ate trials, we used the cave background + low-level acoustic

distortion (clip 1) and telephone + aircraft hangar (clip 2). For the hard

trials, we used the cave + low-level acoustic distortion (clip 1) and CB

radio + auditorium (clip 2). Finally, for the very hard trials, we used

the CB radio + low-level acoustic distortion + an auditory gargle (clip

1) and CB radio + low-level acoustic distortion + an auditory gargle

+ echo (clip 2). Pilot testing (N = 10) indicated that our trial difficulty

manipulation had generated a version of the task that would be sensi-

tive to a range of individual differences in unfamiliar voice matching

performance (Overall M = 69%; Range = 55%–85%; easy trials M =

81%; moderate trials M = 69%; hard trials M = 65%; very hard trials

M = 59%). For the purposes of this individual differences study, a sin-

gle score is calculated for each participant on the AVMaT based on

response to all trials regardless of difficulty (see Duchaine &

Nakayama, 2006; Russell et al., 2009).

3.3.3 | Glasgow face matching test (GFMT; short
version)

The GFMT consists of 40 pairs (20 match/20 mismatch) of cropped,

greyscale, forward-facing, unfamiliar faces (i.e., ideal viewing condi-

tions). See Figure 1 for an example image pair and Burton et al. (2010)

for further details.

3.3.4 | Models face matching test (MFMT)

The MFMT (short version) consists of 30 pairs (15 match/15 mis-

match) of more naturalistic, unconstrained, highly variable, colour face

photos of male models. See Figure 1 for an example image pair and

Dowsett and Burton (2015) for further details.

3.4 | Procedure

Each experiment reported in this paper used the online testing

platform Qualtrics to present the tasks and collect the data (see

Germine et al., 2012). The study description informed participants

that it could not be completed on a smartphone (i.e., a desktop

computer/laptop/tablet was required), and they confirmed that

they had followed this instruction at the start of the study. We

also requested that participants complete the study in a quiet

space with the use of earphones or headphones for the voice

tasks. Prior to each voice task, a sound check was performed to

allow listeners to adjust the volume of their device to an appropri-

ate level. At the end of the study, participants completed a series

of quality control questions which asked, ‘Is there anything you

would like to report to the experimenters about the study? Were

you able to see and hear all the stimuli; were you able to make

responses etc.?’
The order of presentation of the four tasks (BVMT, AVMaT,

GFMT, MFMT) was randomised as was the trial order within each

task. Following the established procedure for the BVMT (Mühl et al.,

2018), the voice clips presented on each trial for the BVMT and the

AVMaT could be replayed, should the participant wish to do so, until

4 SUNILKUMAR ET AL.
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they were confident in their match/mismatch decision. Similarly, in

line with their established use, the face pairs for the GFMT/MFMT

remained onscreen until response. Responses were made by clicking

the onscreen label ‘same person’ or ‘two different people’ for each of

the tasks, accuracy was emphasised over speed. The study took

approximately 1 h, on average, to complete and this included time for

participants to take screen breaks to refresh their attention.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Task performance

Taking a signal detection approach (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999), we

categorised a hit as a ‘same person’ response to a match trial and a

false alarm as a ‘same person’ response to a mismatch trial. These

values were used to calculate overall detection sensitivity (d prime; d0)

and response bias (c). We excluded four participants following an out-

lier check on d0 scores (1.5*Interquartile Range; Tukey, 1977), and one

participant who reported difficulty in playing the voice clips in the

quality control check. Mean values and variance for each of the signal

detection measures across each of the tasks are presented in Table 1.

Performance across each of the established tasks was in line with

published norms (Burton et al., 2010; Dowsett & Burton, 2015; Mühl

et al., 2018). Importantly, the AVMaT produced a mean score which

was below ceiling and above chance, and, as seen in Table 1, it pro-

duced a large range of individual differences in performance.

For the voice tasks, paired t-tests showed significantly fewer hits,

t (118) = 12.20, p < .001, d = 1.12, a greater proportion of false

alarms, t (118) = 16.53, p < .001, d = 1.52, and lower detection sensi-

tivity, t (118) = 20.45, p < .001, d = 1.88, on the AVMaT compared to

the BVMT. Both tasks showed a liberal response bias with no signifi-

cant difference between them on this measure, t < 1. This finding

shows that participants found accurate speaker identification more

challenging in the speech-based AVMaT compared to the sound-

based BVMT. Similarly, for the face tasks, paired t-tests showed sig-

nificantly fewer hits, t (118) = 11.34, p < .001, d = 1.04, a greater pro-

portion of false alarms, t (118) = 5.07, p < .001, d = .47, lower

detection sensitivity, t (118) = 9.36, p < .001, d = .86, and a more

conservative response bias, t (118) = 6.00, p < .001, d = .55, for the

more naturalistic MFMT compared to the GFMT.

4.2 | Individual differences

Scatterplots, presented as a correlation matrix with Pearson's cor-

relation coefficients (r) and 95% confidence intervals are shown in

Figure 1. Importantly, as seen in Figure 1, there was a strong sig-

nificant positive correlation between the sound-based BVMT and

the speech-based AVMaT. This suggests that the BVMT is likely to

be a robust indictor of likely performance on more naturalistic

speech-based voice recognition tasks. In addition, we report signifi-

cant cross-modal effects, with correlations of small-to-moderate

strength between each of the voice and face tests. This finding

replicates the work of Jenkins et al. (2021) for the BVMT/GFMT

and extends it to include the speech based AVMaT and the more

naturalistic MFMT. The correlations remained significant after

applying the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple compari-

sons with the false discovery rate set at 10% (Benjamini &

Hochberg, 1995; Jenkins et al., 2021).

5 | EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we focus on individual differences in unfamiliar voice

memory. The fallibility of eyewitness memory for faces is well

TABLE 1 Task performance for
Experiment 1.

Modality Domain

N = 119

Hits (%) False alarms (%)

M SD Range M SD Range

BVMT Voice Matching 86 12 38–100 23 15 0–65

AVMaT Voice Matching 73 14 35–98 41 13 18–75

GFMT Face Matching 86 16 10–100 12 12 0–45

MFMT Face Matching 68 18 27–100 18 15 0–73

Modality Domain

d Prime Criterion c

M SD Range M SD Range

BVMT Voice Matching 2.05 .87 .00–3.79 �.18 .27 �.82–.58

AVMaT Voice Matching .90 .54 �.39–2.19 �.20 .29 �.98–.55

GFMT Face Matching 2.53 .92 .13–3.92 .03 .38 �.72–1.62

MFMT Face Matching 1.72 1.00 �.17–4.25 .30 .54 �1.01–1.69

Note: Mean task performance on each of the 4 identity matching tests used in Experiment 1

(BVMT = Bangor Voice Matching Test; AVMaT = Applied Voice Matching Test; GFMT = Glasgow Face

Matching Test; MFMT = Models Face Matching Test).
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documented (Loftus, 1996; Marr et al., 2021; Wells & Olson, 2003).

However, while ‘earwitness’ memory for voices has received much less

attention in the literature, it appears to be just as fallible (see Smith

et al., 2019, 2020; Stevenage et al., 2011; Yarmey, 1995). In line with

Experiment 1, here we examine whether voice memory performance

on an established sound-based test is predictive of speaker recognition

accuracy using more naturalistic spoken sentence content. The Glas-

gow Voice Memory Test (GVMT) is an established measure of unfamil-

iar voice memory. Participants are required to learn and encode single

vowel sounds (e.g., /a/) and then to recognise these same sounds from

a target/foil memory test. In addition to the potential sound-based/

speech-based distinction outlined in Experiment 1, this design, using

identical items at learning and test, also leaves open the possibility that

the GVMT may be measuring participant's memory for the stimulus

rather than the speaker. Therefore, in Experiment 2, we also test partic-

ipants on an Applied Voice Memory Test (AVMeT) which includes spo-

ken sentences and, importantly, novel instances of the speaker at test.

To examine cross-modal effects for memory, participants were also

required to complete the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT+;

Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006; Russell et al., 2009).

6 | METHOD

6.1 | Participants

A total of 95 participants, who had not taken part in Experiment 1,

were recruited from the University of Strathclyde Psychology research

participation platform. The mean age of the sample was 22 years (SD =

6, Range = 17–51; 69% Female). All participants reported normal or

corrected to normal levels of vision and hearing, and they were granted

a research participation credit on completion of the study.

6.2 | Measures

6.2.1 | Glasgow voice memory test (GVMT)

The GVMT is a 16-item voice memory task in which participants are

asked to recognise the voices of 8 previously learned identities that

had been heard repeating the Canadian French vowel sound /a/ three

times. At test, the same 8 target-identity vowel sounds that were

encoded at learning are presented randomly with 8 foils. Each of the

test clips are played once. As our focus is on speaker recognition

rather than detecting general deficits in auditory perception, we do

not include the bell learning and memory conditions of this task. See

Figure 2 for an example of the onscreen playback controls presented

to the participants, and Aglieri et al. (2017) for further details.

6.2.2 | Applied voice memory test (AVMeT)

The AVMeT was developed for this study, and we used the same

voice identity set reported in Experiment 1 for the AVMaT. Six

mismatch voice pairs were selected from the AVMaT as they pro-

duced accuracy scores that congregated around the AVMaT mean

reported in Experiment 1. The rationale here was that using one iden-

tity from each pair as a target identity and the other as a foil should

produce a challenging enough memory test to measure individual dif-

ferences in voice recognition ability in this domain. Therefore, partici-

pants were asked to learn 6 identities (3 male/3 female) by listening

to each of them repeat the sentence ‘they launched into battle with

all the forces they could muster’ three times. At learning, the original

‘clean’ voice clips were used (i.e., without any auditory

manipulations).

The memory test consisted of three blocks each containing 12 tri-

als (6 target voices and 6 foils; all repeating the same sentence). Fol-

lowing a similar procedure to the CFMT+ (see Duchaine & Nakayama,

2006; Russell et al., 2009), in block 1, the voice clips for the 6 target

identities used during the learning phase (i.e., ‘they launched into bat-

tle with all the forces they could muster’) were presented along with

6 foils. Importantly, in block 2, the voice clips for the 6 target identi-

ties consisted of novel instances of these speakers (i.e., using the sen-

tence ‘the smell of freshly ground coffee never fails to entice me into

the shop’), with 6 foils. In block 3, the voice clips for the 6 target iden-

tities consisted of a further novel instance of the learned identities

(i.e., using the sentence ‘the most important thing to remember is to

keep calm and stay safe’), with the 6 foils. In block 3, to add some nat-

uralistic environmental effects, we also used the WavePad ‘cave’
background manipulation (i.e., the least challenging manipulation from

Experiment 1), and 6 similarly adapted foils.

In line with the GVMT, participants could only hear the voice clips

once during the memory block trials. Pilot testing (N = 14) indicated

that the test would generate mean scores below ceiling and above

chance, and importantly, a range of scores that was likely to capture

individual differences in voice memory performance. In line with the

AVMaT, a single score was calculated for each participant on the

AVMeT based on responses to all trials regardless of difficulty (see

Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006; Russell et al., 2009).

6.2.3 | Cambridge face memory test (long
version; ‘+’)

The CFMT+ is a 102-item face memory task in which participants are

asked to recognise 6 previously learned identities. Each identity is

learned from three example images presented in three different orien-

tations for 3 s. Recognition memory is tested in a series of 3-AFC rec-

ognition trials that incorporate within-person variability and the

addition of visual noise to increase task difficulty. See Figure 2 for a

summary schematic of the CFMT+ with example stimuli, and Duch-

aine and Nakayama (2006) and Russell et al. (2009) for further details.

6.3 | Procedure

The procedure for Experiment 2 in relation to type of device, quiet

study space, use of earphones or headphones for the voice tasks,

6 SUNILKUMAR ET AL.
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sound checks, and quality control questions was identical to that

reported for Experiment 1. In this experiment, the order of presenta-

tion of the three tasks was fixed (GVMT, AVMeT, CFMT+) to ensure

that the greater vocal content in the AVMeT did not have any carry-

over effects on the GVMT. For voice memory, each clip was played to

the participants once. Memory test trials for the CFMT+ remained

onscreen until response. Responses were made using a clickable onsc-

reen label (GVMT; AVMeT; Is this one of the voices you learned? ‘yes’,
‘no’; CFMT+; Which face is one of the six target faces? ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’).
Accuracy was emphasised over speed, with participants taking approx-

imately 1 h, on average, with the inclusion of screen breaks, to com-

plete the full study.

7 | RESULTS

7.1 | Task performance

For the voice memory tests, a hit was categorised as a ‘yes’ response
to the question ‘is this one of the voices that you learned’ on target

present trials, and a false alarm was categorised as a ‘yes’ response to

the same question on target absent trials. These values were used to

calculate overall detection sensitivity (d prime; d0) and response bias

(c). As the CFMT+ is a 3-AFC task, the performance measure is overall

percentage accuracy (see Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999). We excluded

one participant following an outlier check on d0 scores, and two who

reported difficulty in playing the voice clips in the quality control

check. Mean values and variance for performance on each of the tasks

is presented in Table 2 and scores were in line with published norms

for the established tests (GVMT, CFMT+; Aglieri et al., 2017;

Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006; Russell et al., 2009). Importantly, as

seen in Table 2, the AVMeT produced a mean score which was below

ceiling and above chance, and it detected a large range of individual

differences in voice memory performance.

For the voice tasks, paired t-tests showed significantly fewer hits,

t (91) = 2.72, p = .008, d = .28, a greater proportion of false alarms,

t (91) = 2.98, p = .004, d = .31, and lower detection sensitivity, t (91)

= 4.04, p < .001, d = .42, on the AVMeT compared to the GVMT, and

both tasks showed a liberal response bias with no significant differ-

ence between them on this measure, t < 1. This finding shows that

participants found accurate speaker identification more challenging in

the speech-based AVMeT compared to the sound-based BVMT.

F IGURE 2 Scatterplot correlation matrix for Experiment 2. Figure 2 shows a scatterplot correlation matrix for Experiment 2 with 95%
confidence intervals for the Pearson's correlation coefficients shown in square brackets. (GVMT = Glasgow Voice Memory Test;
AVMeT = Applied Voice Memory Test; CFMT+ = Cambridge Face Memory Test-Long Version).
** correlation is significant at the ≤ .001 level; * correlation is significant at the < .05 level.
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7.2 | Individual differences

Scatterplots, presented as a correlation matrix with Pearson's correla-

tion coefficients (r) and 95% confidence intervals, are shown in Figure

2. Importantly, as seen in Figure 2, while there is a significant degree

of correspondence in scores across the sound-based and speech-

based voice memory tests, the strength of the correlation is much

smaller than that reported for matching ability in Experiment 1. In

other words, this finding suggest that we should place less confidence

in the GVMT as robust predictor of real-world speech-based voice

memory, than we should for the ability of the BVMT to predict real-

world speech-based matching aptitude. This discrepancy is likely to be

due to the GVMT design which relies on identical speaker stimuli at

learning and test. This does not mirror the real-world unfamiliar voice

recognition process, in which the listener must recognise a speaker

from novel instances of their voice (e.g., from a police custody record-

ing after having been exposed to the perpetrator's voice during a

criminal act). In addition, we report significant cross-modal effects,

with correlations of small-to-moderate strength between the each of

the voice memory tests and the CFMT+. This finding replicates the

work of Jenkins et al. (2021) for the GVMT/CFMT+ and extends it to

the speech-based AVMeT. The correlations remained significant after

applying the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple comparisons

with the false discovery rate set at 10% (Benjamini & Hochberg,

1995; Jenkins et al., 2021).

8 | EXPERIMENT 3

The findings from Experiments 1 and 2 show that while the BVMT

appears to be a robust test of naturalistic voice matching ability, this

is not the case for the GVMT and voice memory ability. We also

report small-to-moderate cross-modal correlations within each

domain. Here, in Experiment 3, we investigate the potential for cross-

modal and cross-domain effects. Previous research has shown that

individuals who excel at face matching also tend to excel at face mem-

ory, this has led to the suggestion that there may be a general face

processing factor ‘f’, which reflects an individual's general aptitude

with faces regardless of task domain (McCaffery et al., 2018;

Verhallen et al., 2017). However, it is not yet well-established as to

whether a similar effect, a general voice processing factor ‘v’ (see

Jenkins et al., 2021; Johnson et al., 2020), exists across voice tasks. In

addition, while there is a growing focus on commonalities in the neu-

ral processing of voices and faces (see Young et al., 2020 for a review),

few studies have assessed cross-model effects in unfamiliar voice and

face identification, or indeed cross-modal and cross-domain effects (e.

g., is it the case that those who excel at unfamiliar voice matching also

excel at unfamiliar face memory). Therefore, in Experiment 3, partici-

pants completed the AVMaT (voice matching), the AVMeT (voice

memory), the MFMT (face matching) and the CFMT+ (face memory).

9 | METHOD

9.1 | Participants

A total of 120 participants, who had not taken part in Experiments

1 or 2, were recruited from the University of Strathclyde Psychology

research participation platform. The mean age of the sample was

21 years (SD = 4, Range = 18–43; 77% Female). All participants

reported normal or corrected to normal levels of vision and hearing,

and they were granted a research participation credit on completion

of the study.

9.2 | Measures and procedure

For Experiment 3, we used the AVMaT (voice matching), the AVMeT

(voice memory), the MFMT (face matching), the CFMT+ (face mem-

ory), and the Qualtrics online platform in an identical manner to that

TABLE 2 Task performance for
Experiment 2.

Modality Domain

N = 92

Hits (%) False alarms (%)

M SD Range M SD Range

GVMT Voice Memory 80 15 38–100 28 15 0–63

AVMeT Voice Memory 76 13 39–94 33 13 6–61

CFMT+ Face Memory 75 12 43–98 — — —

Modality Domain

d Prime Criterion c

M SD Range M SD Range

GVMT Voice Memory 1.54 .64 .00–2.68 �.12 .36 �.77–.61

AVMeT Voice Memory 1.24 .61 �.28–2.56 �.14 .29 �.80–.58

CFMT+ Face Memory — — — — — —

Note: Mean task performance on each of the 3 identity recognition tests used in Experiment 2

(GVMT = Glasgow Voice Memory Test; AVMeT = Applied Voice Memory Test; CFMT+ = Cambridge

Face Memory Test-Long Version).
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described in Experiments 1 and 2. The tasks were presented in a fixed

order (AVMeT, CFMT+, AVMaT, MFMT), with the memory tests first

followed by the matching tests, to prevent any carryover effects from

exposure to the matching stimuli on the memory tests. The study took

approximately 1 h and 10 min, on average, to complete.

10 | RESULTS

10.1 | Task performance

Participants' scores on the AVMaT, AVMeT, MFMT, and CFMT+

were prepared for analysis in an identical manner to that described in

Experiments 1 and 2. We excluded three participants following an

outlier check on d0 (AVMaT, AVMeT) and accuracy (CFMT+) scores,

and one participant who reported difficulty in playing the voice clips

in the quality control check. Task performance, presented in Table 3,

was in line with published norms (CFMT+, MFMT) and in line with

those reported for the AVMaT and AVMeT in Experiment 1 and

Experiment 2 respectively.

10.2 | Individual differences

Scatterplots presented as a correlation matrix with Pearson's correla-

tion coefficients (r) and 95% confidence intervals for each pair of tasks

are shown in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 3, we replicate the cross-

modal effects reported in Experiments 1 and 2. There were significant

positive correlations between tests of unfamiliar voice matching

(AVMaT) and unfamiliar face matching (MFMT; Experiment 1). This

effect was also replicated for unfamiliar voice memory (AVMeT) and

unfamiliar face memory (CFMT+; Experiment 2). We also replicate

previous work which supports a general face processing factor ‘f’ with

a significant positive correlation, of moderate strength, between tests

of unfamiliar face matching (MFMT) and unfamiliar face memory

(CFMT+; Verhallen et al., 2017).

Interestingly, the novel findings from Experiment 3 show that

there may also be the potential for a general voice processing factor

‘v’ with a significant positive correlation between the tests of unfamil-

iar voice matching (AVMaT) and unfamiliar voice memory (AVMeT;

Jenkins et al., 2021; Johnson et al., 2020). While this finding provides

some additional support for commonalities in voice matching and

memory processes, we also report significant cross-modal and cross-

domain correlations between unfamiliar face memory (CFMT+) and

unfamiliar voice matching (AVMaT), and between unfamiliar face

matching (MFMT) and unfamiliar voice memory (AVMeT). Although

these effects are small, taken together, these findings do speak to the

possibility of a general person identification factor ‘p’, which may

reflect individual differences in identity perception aptitude regardless

of modality or task domain. The correlations remained significant after

applying the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple comparisons

with the false discovery rate set at 10% (Benjamini & Hochberg,

1995; Jenkins et al., 2021).

11 | DISCUSSION

Person recognition errors in applied contexts can have a significant

impact on the effectiveness of investigations, courtroom decision

making, and the validity of criminal convictions. Minimising such

errors is a major focus of applied cognitive science. Research has

shown that our ability to recognise novel instances of people we are

unfamiliar with is a task that is prone to error and difficult to improve

(Towler et al., 2019). However, our aptitude for face and voice identi-

fication may be an innate individual difference (Aglieri et al., 2017;

Shakeshaft & Plomin, 2015; Wilmer et al., 2010). We should therefore

TABLE 3 Task performance for
Experiment 3.

Modality Domain

N = 116

Hits (%) False alarms (%)

M SD Range M SD Range

AVMaT Voice Matching 69 15 28–98 42 11 20–70

AVMeT Voice Memory 75 14 33–100 36 10 17–61

MFMT Face Matching 64 17 7–93 16 14 0–67

CFMT+ Face Memory 74 14 40–99 — — —

Modality Domain

d Prime Criterion c

M SD Range M SD Range

AVMaT Voice Matching .73 .56 �.79–2.15 �.16 .25 �.89–.44

AVMeT Voice Memory 1.15 .60 �.71–2.72 �.19 .26 �.87–.36

MFMT Face Matching 1.50 .73 �.17–3.00 .34 .36 �.97–1.63

CFMT+ Face Memory — — — — — —

Note: Mean task performance on each of the 4 tests used in Experiment 3 (AVMaT = Applied Voice

Matching Test; AVMeT = Applied Voice Memory Test; MFMT = Models Face Matching Test; CFMT

+ = Cambridge Face Memory Test-Long Version).
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be able to test the likelihood that a person will provide accurate iden-

tity judgements (e.g., eyewitness/earwitness testimony), and to select

high performers for roles in which identity recognition is key

(e.g., police investigators). To that end, research on faces has focused

on developing ecologically valid tests of unfamiliar face recognition to

ensure that lab-based tests are robust measures of likely real-world

performance (see Bate et al., 2018; Dunn et al., 2020; Thielgen et al.,

2021). Here we applied the same rationale and approach to unfamiliar

voice recognition.

There are two established tests of ability for the recognition of

unfamiliar speakers, the Bangor Voice Matching Test (BVMT; Mühl

et al., 2018) and the Glasgow Voice Memory Test (GVMT; Aglieri

et al., 2017). However, both tasks use isolated sound-based stimuli,

presented under ideal listening conditions, and the GVMT uses the

same sounds at learning and at test. Therefore, it was not clear

whether aptitude as measured by these tests would predict perfor-

mance on tests of more naturalistic speaker recognition, of the type

that listeners would be likely to encounter in the real world. In this

paper, we show that while the BVMT appears to be a robust predictor

of naturalistic speech-based voice matching, this does not appear to

be the case for the GVMT and naturalistic speech-based voice mem-

ory. It is likely that the GVMT is limited in this regard as it uses the

same voice stimuli at learning and at test. While this is appropriate for

assessing early-stage acoustic abilities, it does not appear to reflect

applied processes in which speaker recognition from novel content is

likely to be the task.

These findings suggest that the development of a new more eco-

logically valid test of unfamiliar voice memory is required for use in

applied contexts. Using the AVMeT as a template, such a test should

also incorporate a wider range of natural within-speaker variability,

including the use of spontaneous and emotional speech (see Lavan,

Burston, & Garrido, 2019), and different voice modifications to reflect

more commonplace listening conditions(e.g., using a wider variety of

devices and distortions, or target voices presented amidst multi-talker

babble). We also endorse the approaches taken to ensure sound qual-

ity when using online testing (Woods et al., 2017) and data quality

considerations articulated by Germine et al. (2012). Similarly, for unfa-

miliar voice matching, using the AVMaT as a template, an updated

version of the test should also include greater levels of variability in

speech. Future research could then examine whether the BVMT

F IGURE 3 Scatterplot correlation matrix for Experiment 3. Figure 3 shows a scatterplot correlation matrix for Experiment 3 with 95%
confidence intervals for the Pearson's correlation coefficients shown in square brackets (AVMaT = Applied Voice Matching Test;
AVMeT = Applied Voice Memory Test; MFMT = Models Face Matching Test; CFMT+ = Cambridge Face Memory Test-Long Version). **
correlation is significant at the ≤ .001 level; * correlation is significant at the < .05 level.
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remains a robust predictor of speaker recognition accuracy under con-

ditions that even more closely match real-world content. The develop-

ment of such tests would then support two steps that could minimise

voice identification errors in applied contexts.

First, these tests could be used in support of the proposal by Bin-

demann et al. (2012) to examine the identity recognition ability of

eyewitnesses/earwitnesses and jury members. In doing so, a more

objective level of evidential weight could be attributed to their identi-

fication decisions (i.e., how likely is it that the observer/listener is

making the correct identity judgement). Second, these tests could be

used to select individuals who would appear to naturally excel at unfa-

miliar voice recognition, for roles in which speaker identification is key

(see Hollien, 2002). Within the face literature, such individuals are

called ‘super-face-recognisers’, and recent work suggests that there

might also be ‘super-voice-recognisers’ (see Aglieri et al., 2017;

Jenkins et al., 2021; and Bobak et al., 2016 for discussion on diver-

gence in identification abilities within an identification modality). In

lieu of effective training methods to improve unfamiliar identity rec-

ognition (Lavan, Knight, et al., 2019; Towler et al., 2019), the selection

of such individuals, perhaps paired with our most effective algorithms

(Phillips et al., 2018), might be the best current route to reducing voice

recognition errors in investigative and forensic contexts.

From a theoretical perspective, recent work has suggested that

the correspondence in levels of aptitude on tests of unfamiliar face

matching and memory might be explained by a general face proces-

sing factor f (McCaffery et al., 2018; Verhallen et al., 2017). Here, with

significant correlations between the voice matching and memory tests

(AVMaT/AVMeT; Experiment 3), we provide evidence for a similar

effect, or general voice processing factor ‘v’, which might support

cross-domain individual differences in performance. However, we also

report small cross-domain (i.e., voice/face) and cross-modal

(i.e., matching/memory) effects. This replicates and extends work from

Jenkins et al. (2021) and Johnson et al. (2020), and leaves open the

possibility for a common, modality-general, mechanism (a person iden-

tification factor ‘p’) that underpins performance for faces and voices

alike. While any such mechanism would likely play a small role in the

overall person identification process, there do appear to be areas of

the brain that support the multimodal processing of face and voice

signals at early stages in the identity recognition process (see Young

et al., 2020 for a review). It could therefore be the case that individual

differences in the efficacy of those cortical regions might give rise to

the cross-modal/cross-domain individual differences reported here.

To conclude, across three experiments, we show that while the

sound-based BVMT appears to be a robust predictor of more natural-

istic speaker recognition, this was not the case for the GVMT. We rec-

ommend the development of more ecologically valid tests of

unfamiliar voice matching and memory. Our findings also support fur-

ther work into the common processes which might underlie individual

differences in identity recognition aptitude regardless of modality and

domain. Taken together, our findings suggest a new route, based on

an individual differences approach, to minimise the impact of unfamil-

iar voice identification errors in applied contexts.
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